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TT No.37: Colin Marshall – Saturday 7th October 2017; Fisher v Forest Hill Park; 

Southern Counties East League; Result: 1-3; Attendance: 159; Admission: Pay what 

you want – Non-League Day; Programme: £2:00; Tea (in a Fisher FC mug): £1:00 

A day with no rail-works, but the clubs I could visit were all away. Next Saturday 

works resume on both South Western and Great Western when Slough are at home 

for the third consecutive round of the FA Cup but the journey will be a nightmare.  

So, another club on my radar were at home - Fisher and a doable trip with the 381 

running between Waterloo and literally outside the ground with several breaks for 

refreshment. I worked in the Borough of Southwark between 1976 and 1986 and 

this was a trip down memory lane although that told me how much had changed in 

Southwark Street and Tooley Street. But nothing compared to the old Surrey Docks 

area of Rotherhithe which was derelict, wild and lawless in those days. Now it is a 

perfect example of suburbia. The whole scene was treeless now they abound 

everywhere. 

1) Bridge House, Tower Bridge - the only Adnams pub in London but very standard 

range with Broadside at £4.90. Lacking in atmosphere, a tourist pub! 

2) Gregorian, Bermondsey - my 33rd Antic pub and well up to standards, lots of 

snugs etc. and the obligatory chandelier. None of their own beers on sale all from 

the Tribute/ Bath range. Christmas style lights outside. 

3) Mayflower, Rotherhithe - where the Pilgrim fathers supposedly sailed from. 

Probably the last time I was here was about 1985 (so I missed their departure by 

about 365 years) and surprisingly unchanged but as the sign on the door says: 

"keeping the noise down and respecting our neighbours since 1620" and I don't 

think they mean twenty past four! I thought this was a Greene King pub but none 

of their beers sold. Didn't strike as a "locals" pub. Excellent views of the river from 

the patio next door. 

Turning into Salter Road I spotted a figure in the distance who looked a lot like 

Steve of Pieandmushypeas fame not surprising as when I caught him up it was. 

The new ground is on the left whereas the original was on the right and no sign of 

it exists. This ground confuses me in that it could quite easily be in a rural location 

not nearly central London. Tree lined on three sides and, also on the 4th side over 

the road. Only the mass of towers at Canary Wharf give the location away. 

Otherwise basic new ground, Atcost stand with cover behind one goal. Very narrow 

strip on the far side with limited standing at each end due to council restrictions 

on obstruction on the floodlights meaning you can't go past them. Not possible to 

walk full length anyway as the dugouts block the centre of the pathway. 

Fisher started the better and should have scored several in the first 15 but it 

seemed the easier the chance the more they contrived to mess it up. In a rare 



foray forward a tackle inside the area by the keeper following a corner gave FHP a 

penalty which the burly number nine converted. 
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